An Essay dedicated to The Literary Faculty of the University of Groningen. § 1. The question whether the Medieval cursus has left any trace on English prose was first discussed by Mr. J. Shelley in an article which he contributed to the April Number of the Church Quarterly Review, 1912; and in the following year the subject was taken up by Mr. (since Prof.) A. Clark in a treatise published by the Clarendon Press under the title of "Prose Khythm in English". Both these scholars arrive at the conclusion that English prose was indeed influenced by the cursus, and that the cursus-forms were first introduced into the language by the translators of the Prayer-ßook and the Bible.
§ 2. The cursus naturally evolves itself out of the clausula; and by the clausula we mean the fashion which, under Greek influence, imposed itself on Latin prose-writers of the classical period and led them to introduce into their sentences certain rhythmic groups, which were thought to be pleasing to the ear. Wherever in the sentence there was a longer or shorter pause, it was preceded by one of these rhythmic groups. Just s in poetry, this rhythm was based on quantity, on the distribution, that is, of long and short syllables.
But in the 4th Century these rhythms alter their character, inasmuch s no longer quantity is the leading principle, but accent, or better, stress. For three hundred years Latin prose is dominated by accentual rhythm -or, s we now call it, the cursus -whilst quantity is absolutely ignored.
1 ) Then it falls into disuse; is revived in the lOth Century, holding sway over all Latin prose until about 1200, when, under the influence of the Renascence, it comes to an end.
The rhythms thus affected were numerous at first, but gradually some of them obtained great popularity and favour, and crowded out the others. The chief of them are:
I. the planus: _1 χχ .1χ g6nus hum num. la.
Ιχχχΐχ m&la nocuisset A variety of the planus with an extra unstrest syllable before the second stress. II. thetardus: _1χχ1 χχ bona remodia II a.
_1χχχ.1χχ missae celebr tio A variety of the tardus with an extra unstrest syllable before the second stress. III. the velox: ΛχχΛχΙχ f ciunt mferitorum. § 3. Now, all these rhythmic groups are found not only in English prose from the earliest times down to our own day, but also in the oldest alliterative poetry. And if we found them only in such poems s Juliana and the Phoenix, it might have been thought that they were due to Latin influence. But the fact is that they are found s frequently in Beowulf, ' ) except, of course, in so far s it determines the place of the stress.
in Widsiö, and in Waldere where there can be no question of Latin influence. To give the reader an idea how numerous they are, I may äs well say now tbat in Juliana, a poem of 731 verses there are no fewer than 210 planus-forms 35 instances of the variety of the planus. 30 tardus-forms 2 instances of the variety of the tardus. 35 velox-forms besides a great many other rhythm-groups to be mentioned lower down. These numbers preclude any possibility of mere chance. I am now firmly convinced that these rhythm-groups constitute an important element in the construction of Old English verse, which has hitherto escaped the notice of scholars. And I am also convinced that quantity, if it has anything to do with alliterative poetry, is certainly not of such paramount importance äs we have always been taught to believe. Indeed, Sievers himself *) chronicles a number of cases in which strong stress -contrary to the rule he lays down -falls on a short syllable, without satisfactorily accounting for the irregularity. Nor would it be difficult to add a considerable number of instances from other poems than Beowulf.
In the following exposition of the rhythins of Old English poetry, I shall show that quantity can be ignored, just äs it was ignored in Medieval Latin, and that we are guided exclusively by stress.
Let it further be understood that in the following pages the Symbols L and have only relative, and no absolute value. Such a group äs l xx merely signifies that in that particular context a syllable is followed by a weaker and another weaker stress. - § 4. The group which occurs most frequently and which at the same time is the source from which most of the others are developed is Just äs in the classical cursus an extra unstrest syllable before the second stress yields a variety of planus and tardus, so in Old English poetry we get a) -xxx-x corresponding to the variety of the planus b) -xxx-xx corresponding to the variety of the tardus.
Examples of a).
Heorogar Sievers, Altgerm. Metrik § 7, teils us that "die rhythmische einheit des alliterationsverses ist die sog. kurzzeile oder halbzeile, und je zwei halbzeilen werden durch die alliteration zu einem verspaar, der sog. langzeile gebunden". In the majority of cases this is perfectly true, but in a great number of cases the stateinent is open to objection. Nor can I agree with Schipper J ) where he says: " These two sections are separated from each other by a pause or break." Certainly, in most cases they are; but in a number of instances they are not. In hundreds of cases we have to look upon the line, not s the sum of two halves, but s one whole; the context between the two half-verses is very narrow and intimate; the voice has to run on from the beginning to the end of the line Avithout a moment's pause. In Juliana, for instance, when the maiden refuses to marry the prefect unless he is converted to Christianity, he commands her to be led before him, that he may try what gentle words will do, before he resorts to more stringent measures. And this is how he addresses her: Min se swetesta sunnan scima. To think that the prefect who uttered these words, or the scop who recited them, introduced a pause just before sunnan would clearly be utter norisense. And if we look more closely at the line we shall see that the poet has taken good care to show us that the verse is to be considered s one whole, not s two halves. For he has welded the two halves together by a higher, a more powerful principle than alliteration, viz by rhythm. The line "Min se swetesta sunnan scima" constitutes a perfect velox, and alliteration becomes an element of secondary importance. Old English poetry exhibits hundreds and hundreds of instances where rhythm welds the two parts of the verse indissolubly together. I submit a few of these to the reader's inspection.
het b) the planus with its five syllables (1. χ x L x ) being too short a rhythm to hold the whole verse together, the poet extends it by either prefixing or adding to it the group -χ χ.
1. adding the group -L χ χ to it, thus making it into -xx- 
Both are very populär with all poets. Out of the hundreds of instances that occur I lay a handful before the reader: 70 § 8. Nor is this all. I said a moment ago that the higher and more efficient principle of unification was rhythm, compared to which alliteration was an Ornament, an "ohrenschmaus", which, certainly, heightened the impression, but which, after all, could be dispensed with. That this is actually the case may appear from what follows. Sievers says:
"Während die beiden hälften einer langzeile formell bereits durch die alliteration gebunden sind, strebt man danach, den formell unverbundenen nachbarzeilen durch hinüberziehen des satzes aus der einen in die andere ein inneres band zu schaffen."') And he quotes from Beowulf (205 ff).
Haefde se joda || jeata leoda Cempan secorene || p>ara }?e he cenoste findan mihte. Indeed, these run-on lines are of very frequent occurrence in all Old English poetry. But it would be a mistake to suppose that the halves of two succeeding verses are "formell unverbunden." There is no alliteration, to be sure, to indicate the narrow bond between the two halves. But there is, just äs before, the more efficient bond of rhythm. It corresponds to Sievers Grundtypus B and all that need be said about it is, that it is not nearly so frequent äs any of the falling rhythm-groups we have discussed above. § 10. The last rhythm-group isl corresponding to Sievers' Grundtypus E. In Latin, early and late, the group is avoided äs unmusical. In Old English it is not uncommon, and is certainly not avoided because of its unmelodiousness. Nor is this the case in Middle and Modern English, wherenot impossibly through French influence -it is much more frequent; for in French, curiously enough, one of the few Latin rhythms that have survived to this day is the -1 scorned äs unmusical in times long past: And in a few instances we find the type preceded by the group Ιχχ. So s to yield:
of which we have already spoken higher up. - § 11. An inspection of Sievers' System wilt convince the reader that his types A, and E with most of their varieties through upbeats, resolution of Stresses, extra syllables etc. etc. are represented by the rhythms described in the preceding paragraphs. The same may be said of his types C and D with their first stress resolved C becoming χ-χ -χ cf.: forscrifen haefde Beow. 106 D yielding l x -χχ cf.: fseder alwalda " 316. Only his pure C-type and his pure D-type with their clashing Stresses are not represented in my rhythms. I am not speaking now of such a verse s se^an dorste Beow. 1462 which Sievers chronicles a C-type. Can it be seriously maintained that the stress on cforste is s strong s that on Se^an? I do not think so. I am convinced that whoever reads the words without any preconceived opinions will lay the principal stress on ζαη and then let the voice run on with diminishing force to the end. Thus:
x-xx The same may be said of: " 2681 Now, in my opinion, clashing stresses, so far from making for rhythm, always go to destroy it; and from my first acquaintance with Sievers' types I have wondered how a poet could ever have introduced such a clash into bis verses. And my wonder grew when I noticed that the very prose language abhors clashing stresses, and that authors have recourse to all sorts of shifts to avoid them.
I. Sievers teils us that "die neigung zur auflösung wächst mit dem zusammentreten betonter versglieder".') Now, inasmuch äs resolution of the first stress of types C and D means Separation of the clashing elements through an unstrest syllable, the phenomenon clearly proves that authors were painfully affected by such a clash and did their best to obviate it. Mark also that "auflösung der zweiten hebung (though it does occur in types A and B) bei C meist gemieden (wird)".
2 ) Of course it would. It could serve no purpose whatever, for after the resolution the objectionable clash would be there all the same.
II. Even in prose we meet with a great many rhythmdoublets, formed for no other conceivable purpose than that of avoidiug the meeting of strong stresses. a) Noun-compounds. ynibeliicyrft by the side of the ordinary ymbhwyrft:
}>e In other words, though: "gold, gold, gold, gold" has four syllables to the eye, il has in reality eight syllables just äs well äs: "And who tolling, tolling, tolling"·, only in this last line all syllables are filled with sound, whereas in the first only four are filled with sound whilst the remaining four are pause-syllables.
Again in:
The faint tap-tapping of the grey lady's heels, will be drowned by the stump-stumping of some defunct golf girl (Pears Xmas Annual 1913. page 4). there is a pause syllable in tap-tapping and in stump-stumping and the rhythmical movement would have undergone no change whatever if the writer had said: tapping-tapping and stumpingstumping, äs in Goldsmith's Not to keep dinging, dinging it into one so (She Stoops ).
It is with these considerations in our mind that we should approach Sievers' types C and D. Such a verse äs: swilc him sod sealde is both in meaning and in rhythmic movement identical with swylc him $od jesealde; only, the prose-writer with a nice ear for rhythm expresses his avoidance of the clash by the insertion of the syllable ge, whilst the poet, though sometimes doing the same, more often leaves it to the discerning ear of his reader to hear the pausesyllable. The same holds good of feond mancynnes between which and faeder alwalda there is to me absolutely no difference äs far äs the rhythmic flow is concerned. Considered from this point of view type C yields the rhythmic group x-x-whilst Sievers' type D yields the rhythm / f -X-X X both of them rhythms that we have discussed higher up. § 13. Does it ever appear that poet or prosewriter affects any of our rhythmic formulas by the dropping of a prefix or by the retention of some form-word which in the ordinary course of things should have been discarded? I think it does.
The prose-writer frequently shows a great partiality for the planus L. x x L x . And if in the two following quotations from Bede the translator has two participles in juxtaposition one with, the other without, , I can only attribute it to his striving after the rhythmic cadence L x x L x , the classical planus:
Eadbryht waes mid grimre adle firead and gestanden (376. 32). paere arwyröan abbudissan lichoma waes in cirican broht and geseted (228. 30).
Also in the following I can see no reason for the use of the prefix, unless it be the wish to construct the planus-rhythm: ]>a fcet gefrugnon = -L xx l x = planus, whilst the rest of the line can form a velox with the beginning of the next verse: }>a f>urh fulwihte Icerde wceron, only because the participle dispenses with the prefix ge. But äs I mean to deal with this part of my investigation at greater length in a following paper, I shall say no more about it now. § 14. Corning to the end of my inquiry, I proceed to sum up the results attained:
I. Like Medieval Latin prose, Old English is dominated by certain rhythmic formulas, which are strictly accentual, quantity being absolutely ignored. II. All the rhythmic formulas of the medieval Latin cursus -planus, tardus and velox, with their varieties -are also met with in Old English, which also has a few others not found in Latin. III. These rhythmic formulas, occuring äs they do both in alliterative poetry and in prose, especially the younger rhythmical prose, go to prove that there is no essential difference between the constrnction of 0. E. poetry and that of rhythmical prose. IV. These rhythmic formulas serve the purpose of closely knitting together the words that express a certain thought. In this they are often, but not invariably, aided by alliteration. Each formula covers a half-verse. But where the thought spreads over the whole verse, or over the halves of two sueceeding verses, so that the voice has to run on without a pause to the end, the two half-verses are welded together by one of the above-mentioned rhythmical devices. In the case of run-on lines the rhythm performs its work unsupported by alliteration. V. The theory advanced by Clark and others that these rhythms have found their way into Modern English under Latin influence becomes untenable in view of the fact that they are met with in all Old English poetry äs well äs prose. Rather it wonld seem that Germanic had inherited them from the parent-stock. -They occur in all Modern German, and all Modern Dutch prose, and must be found -I am confident of it on good grounds -in Old High German, Old Saxon and Old Norse poetry äs well. VI. Modern English has lost all appreciation of these rhythms and has given its entire favour to binary movement, probably under French influence.
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